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PTFE NON-STICK GRILL AND
SMOKER MESH BASKET | 10" × 14

3/8" × 1.5" | WIDE WEAVE

$47.50

SNS101455 - PTFE mesh basket 10"×14
3/8"× 1.5" Wide Weave

1 Basket

SKU: SNS101455
Categories: Commercial Food Service, Food

Smoker/Pellet Grill Accessories, Food
Smoker/Pellet Grill Baskets, PTFE Mesh,

Smoker & Grill Accessories, Smoker/Pellet
Grill Non-Stick Mesh

Tags: 10" × 14 3/8" × 1.5", Basket, Grill
Accessory, Grill Basket Wide mesh, Grilling,

Mesh Wide weave, Pellet grills, Smokers,
Smoking, SNS101455
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PTFE NON-STICK GRILL AND SMOKER MESH BASKET | 10" × 14 3/8" × 1.5" | WIDE
WEAVE

PTFE non-stick baskets not only provide the convenience and ease of easy clean-up, the open mesh
design permits an even distribution of heat allowing food items to cook evenly and completely. Use
the Essentialware PTFE basket as a carrier for your sandwich, hoagie, burrito or pizza and place into
any microwave or microwave/convection oven for quick preparation. One Essentialware PTFE basket
will provide months of non-stick performance. PTFE mesh baskets are also perfect for straining

hot food items such as fries, potato chips, pasta and noodles.

PTFE Baskets and Mesh products are made from FDA-approved PTFE material and are food safe.
Essentialware mesh basket are produced to outperform and outlast other PTFE mesh basket. Do not

allow basket or mesh surface to come into direct contact with flame or radiant oven coils.

This PTFE mesh basket is wide weave and 10" x 14 3/8" x 1.5", shipped 1 in a pack.

 

PRODUCT USES

Great for cooking in smokers and grills where not in direct contact with flames, keeps the
smallest of food items like vegetables and shrimp from falling through your grates

Oven basket can be used in most TurboChef, Merrychef, Amana high speed ovens, as well as
most standard home ovens and larger toaster ovens

PTFE open mesh design permits even heat distribution around food items
PTFE oven basket and mesh products are re-usable for hundreds of cooking cycles and non-stick

PTFE surface makes basket clean-up quick and easy

CARE TIPS

FDA approved food safe
Recommended max temp is 550° F — Do not expose to direct flame

Reusable hundreds of times
Easy to clean with warm soapy water
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 1 lbs

Dimensions 13 × 13 × 2 in

Product Size 10" × 14 3/8"× 1.5"

Weight 1 lbs


